THE EDGEWAVE
EMAIL SECURITY PLATFORM

Delivering the
World’s Safest
Inboxes™

EdgeWave eliminates email-borne security risks for organizations
in the face of targeted, socially engineered attacks.

Defense-in-depth has long been the hallmark of a successful security strategy, and for good
reason – it works. Historically, however, the “depth” has been a single solution for each layer.
Endpoints got AV, web security got gateways, files were backed up, and many more.
Today’s increasingly sophisticated attacks are challenging this norm. And there is no better
example of this today than email security. As tactics change, malicious content and behavior
can manifest itself post-inbox delivery. Even the most feature-rich email security gateway
can’t guarantee 100% detection of all threats.
And what happens once malicious, email-borne content is detected? Ideally this has occurred
before the malicious content has been activated, but how are security professionals to know
which users also received the email in question, and remove it before it causes any problems?
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PREDELIVERY PROTECTION
• ePrism™ Email Security Gateway
• AV and Malware Scanning
• Mail reputation and custom filtering rule sets
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The EdgeWave Email Security Platform provides complete Predelivery Protection, Postdelivery
Detection and Email Incident Response. By covering all three elements, EdgeWave follows the
defense-in-depth approach, applies it to email security and protects your organization from the
latest email threats.

Email Security
Platform
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POSTDELIVERY DETECTION
• ThreatTest™ Anti-Phishing Solution
• Digital fingerprinting and threat scoring
• Combination of machine learning and human review
• iPrism™ Web Protection of Blended Threats
INCIDENT RESPONSE
• ThreatTest global remediation
• Alerting/reporting of phishing & malicious attacks
• Security operation center integration
• Secure Content Archiving™

Predelivery Protection
EdgeWave ePrism provides unrivaled email defense against internal
and external threats such as spam, viruses, spyware, phishing schemes,
identity theft, and other dangerous or offensive content. Our services
include industry-leading inbound/outbound spam and antivirus filtering,
category-based policy and automated seamless directory integration in
a hosted SaaS solution that can be provisioned immediately, without
having to install any hardware or software. What’s more, the EdgeWave
Threat Detection Center provides proactive threat monitoring and analysis
designed to stop threats before they get near your internal servers.

Postdelivery Detection
EdgeWave ThreatTest is the world’s first fully-managed, postdelivery
anti-phishing solution. Patent pending, ThreatTest removes the guesswork
and provides an automated process for employees to report suspicious
emails to the EdgeWave Threat Detection Center—alleviating helpdesk
resource constraints. When an employee receives an email impersonation
or other suspicious email, with a click of a button, ThreatTest provides
rapid and accurate investigation and incident response.

Incident Response
EdgeWave’s Email Incident Response service includes both automatic
remediation of detected, malicious email as well as EdgeWave Secure
Content Archive. When malicious email is detected by ThreatTest,
a follow-up scan of your mail store can be executed to find the same
message in additional inboxes and automatically delete or quarantine
them. EdgeWave Secure Content Archive saves a copy of every email
in your mail store and allows you to safely recover them from both
accidental, and malicious, activities.

You can’t afford to leave your users unprotected.
Threats like phishing, spear phishing, ransomware, BEC and other socially engineered attacks
require pre and post delivery protection, along with powerful incident response tools to guarantee
these threats are eliminated across your enterprise. Only EdgeWave gives you all three essential
ingredients to keep your business, users and data safe from ever-evolving targeted threats.
Visit edgewave.com or call us at 800-782-3762 to learn more about how EdgeWave can help
you grow your business and protect your users and data.

About EdgeWave.
EdgeWave is hyper-focused on eliminating email-borne security risks for organizations in the face of
targeted, socially engineered attacks.
We’ve engineered a multi-layered Email Security Platform that provides pre and postdelivery
security and incident response. At the core of our platform is ThreatTest,® an automated, anti-phishing
solution that uses both machine learning and expert human review to quickly analyze and resolve
any suspicious email. This unique, patent-pending approach dramatically reduces advanced, targeted
attacks, while also significantly lowering the time and money spent by IT.
We deliver unparalleled inbox protection from today’s exploding messaging threats like ransomware,
spear phishing, business email compromise and more.

Headquartered in San Diego, CA, EdgeWave has
more than 2500 customers and over 3.5 million
users worldwide. Main Industries served are:
• Healthcare
• Financial Services
• Manufacturing
• Technology
• Professional Services
• Travel / Hospitality

4225 Executive Sq, Ste 1600
La Jolla, CA 92037-1487

800.782.3762
edgewave.com
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